STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
- INTRA-DEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION -

DATE: March 24, 2017

FROM: William R. Lambert, P.E.
Administrator, Bureau of Traffic

AT (OFFICE)
Department of Transportation
Bureau of Traffic

SUBJECT: Standard Updates
Word and Symbol Layout

TO: Bureau Administrators & District Engineers

MEMORANDUM

The Bureau of Traffic has made updates to its Word and Symbol Layout Standard Plan PM-8. Prior to Federal Highway Approval this existing Standard Plan will be replaced by Special Details.

This existing Standard Plan Sheet should no longer be used or referenced. It will be taken off-line and replaced with a link to the Special Detail which replaces them.

Please note that prior to Federal Highway Approval, if a project references any of these sheets, the Special Detail will need to be inserted as part of a project’s plan-set.

The intent of the new detail is to provide more staging area for maintenance equipment between the stop bar and nearest stencil, require lane line lengths to be standardized in multiples of 50’, add a detail for a 350’ lane line, and provide additional guidance to assist in the design of lane lines greater than 350’ long.
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Cc: L. Baronas, Bureau of Traffic
M. O’Donnell, Bureau of Traffic
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